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Abstract

Based on the area between the curve of the membership function of a fuzzy number and
the horizontal real axis, a characteristic as a new numerical index, called the expansion
center, for fuzzy numbers is proposed. An intuitive and reasonable ranking method for
fuzzy numbers based on this characteristic is also established. The new ranking method
is applicable for decision making and data analysis in fuzz environments. An important
criterion of the goodness for ranking fuzzy numbers, the geometric intuitivity, is also
introduced. It guarantees coinciding with the natural ordering of the real numbers.

1 Introduction

Fuzzy number [5, 9, 18] is one of the most
important mathematical concepts concerning fuzzi-
ness. Ranking fuzzy numbers is a necessary link of
analyzing fuzzy information in optimization, data
mining, decision making, and other related areas.
Since the concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers
were introduced in the sixties of the last century,
many significant contributions have been made in
ranking and ordering fuzzy numbers [1-4, 6-8, 10-
13, 16, 17, 19]. They have respect intuition based
on some geometric characteristics (e.g., area, dis-
tance, or centroid), and can be used for various pur-
poses. Mostly, these methods can only rank fuzzy
numbers but allow different fuzzy numbers to have
the same rank, or order some special types of fuzzy
numbers, such as the triangular (or, more generally,
trapezoidal) fuzzy numbers. Recently, a method for
totally ordering all fuzzy numbers is proposed [15].
By using the total ordering defined on the set of all
fuzzy numbers, any equivalence relation on this set
can generate a ranking for fuzzy numbers.

In this paper, a new concept of expansion center
is proposed. Based on this concept, an alternative
ranking method for fuzzy numbers is established. It
is intuitive and reasonable. For some common types
of fuzzy numbers, the calculation for ranking is not
complex and, therefore, it is convenient to be used
in fuzzy data mining and fuzzy decision making.

After the introduction, this paper is arranged as
follows. In Section 2, the concept of fuzzy num-
ber and some common types of fuzzy numbers are
recalled. The new concept of expansion center of
fuzzy numbers is presented in Section 3. Its exis-
tence and uniqueness is proved in this section. The
formula for calculating the expansion center is also
presented for those common types of fuzzy num-
bers. For other fuzzy numbers, a soft computing
method may be adopted in the calculation. Then
Section 4 shows the relevant ranking method. By
using the expansion center, an equivalence relation
on the set of all fuzzy numbers is defined in Section
5 and a total ordering on the quotient space is also
shown there. Some conclusions are summarized in
Section 6.
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2 Fuzzy Numbers

Let R = (−∞, ∞). A fuzzy subset of R, denoted
by �e , is called a fuzzy number if its membership
function [9] me : R → [0, 1] satisfies the following
conditions.

(FN1) Set {x|me(x) ≥ α}, the α-cut of �e (denoted
by eα), is a closed interval, [el

α,er
α], for every α ∈

(0, 1].

(FN2) Set {x|me (x)> 0}, the support set of �e (de-
noted by supp(e)), is bounded.

Condition (FN1) implies that �e is a convex
fuzzy subset of R, in the meaning that

me (t)≥ min([me (t1) , me (t2)]

for any real numbers t, t1, t2 satisfying t1 < t < t2,
and is equivalent to the following three conditions.

(FN1.1) There exists at least one real number a0
such that me (a0) = 1.

(FN1.2) Function me is nondecreasing on(−∞,a0]
and nonincreasing on [a0, ∞).

(FN1.3) Function me is upper semi-continuous, or
say,me is right-continuous (i.e., limx→x0+ me(x) =
me(x0)) when x0 < a0 and is left-continuous
(i.e.,limx→x0− me(x) = me (x0)) when x0 > a0.

The set of all fuzzy numbers is denoted by NF .
Now, let us recall some special but common types
of fuzzy numbers in NF .

Each rectangular fuzzy number can be regarded
as a closed interval. We use NI , which is a proper
subset of NF , to denote the set of all rectangular
fuzzy numbers. The membership function of a rect-
angular number �e has a form as

me(x) =
{

1 if x ∈ [al,ar]
0 otherwise ,

(1)

and can be simply denoted by vector [al ar], where
real-valued parameters al and ar satisfy al ≤ ar. Its
core is closed interval [al ,ar].

Another common special type of fuzzy numbers
is the triangular fuzzy numbers whose membership
function has a form

me(x) =





x−al
a0−al

if x ∈ [al,a0)

1 if x = a0
x−ar
a0−ar

if x ∈ (a0,ar]

0 otherwise ,

(2)

where real-valued parameters al , a0, and ar satisfy
al ≤ a0≤ ar . The set of all triangular fuzzy num-
bers is denoted by NT , which is also a proper subset
of NF . Such a fuzzy number can be simply denoted
by a vector [al a0 ar]. Its core is singleton {a0}.

As a generalization of both rectangular fuzzy
numbers and triangular fuzzy numbers, trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers are also an important common type
of fuzzy numbers, whose membership function has
a form

me(x) =




x−al
ab−al

if x ∈ [al, ab)

1 if x ∈ [ab, ad]
x−ar

ad−ar
if x ∈ (ad, ar]

0 otherwise ,

(3)

where al, ab, ad and ar are real-valued parameters
with al ≤ ab ≤ ad ≤ ar. The set of all trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers is denoted by Np, which is a proper
subset of NFas well. Such a trapezoidal fuzzy num-
ber can be simply denoted by a vector [al ab ad ar].
Its core is closed interval [ab, ad].

Definition 1. Fuzzy number �e is said to be sym-
metric iff there exists real number t0 such that
me (t0 − t) = me (t0 + t) for any t ∈ R. Real number
t0 is called the symmetry center of fuzzy number �e .

Any rectangular fuzzy number with member-
ship function (1) is symmetric. Any triangular
fuzzy number with membership function (2) is sym-
metric iff a0 − al = ar − a0. Any trapezoidal fuzzy
number with membership function (3) is symmetric
iff ab −al = ar −ad .

3 A General Discussion On Rankin
And Total Ordering For Fuzzy
Numbers

Let E be a nonempty set of fuzzy numbers. A
relation on E , denoted by R, is a subset of E ×E ,
the product set of E and E itself, i.e., R ⊆ E×E . For
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any ã, b̃ ∈ E , we say that ã is related to b̃ iff (ã, b̃),
denoted by ãRb̃ simply.

Relation R is said to be reflexive iff ãRã for ev-
ery ã ∈ E . Relation R is said to be symmetric iff
ãRb̃ implies b̃Rã for any ã, b̃ ∈ E. Relation R is said
to be antisymmetric iff ãRb̃ and b̃Rã imply ã= b̃ for
any ã, b̃ ∈ E . Relation R is said to be transitive iff
ãRb̃ and b̃Rc̃ imply ãRc̃ for any ã, b̃, c̃ ∈ E . Rela-
tion R is said to be totally comparable iff either ãRb̃
or b̃Rã holds for any ã, b̃ ∈ E.

Definition 2. Relation R is called a ranking on E iff
it is reflexive, transitive, and totally comparative. A
ranking R on E is called a total ordering iff it is also
antisymmetric.

From Definition 2, we know that two different
fuzzy numbers may share the same rank, but they
must have different order. This is just the difference
of ranking and total ordering.

Definition 3. Relation R is called an equivalence
relation on E iff it is reflexive, symmetric, and tran-
sitive.

Generally, based on one or more selected char-
acteristics of fuzzy numbers in a given set of fuzzy
numbers, with a special type often, an equivalence
relation and an opposite (antisymmetric and not re-
flexive) but transitive relation on this set of fuzzy
numbers can be defined. Using these two relations,
a ranking can be defined. It is easy to define a to-
tal ordering on its quotient space with respect to the
equivalence relation, but not on the set of all fuzzy
numbers themselves. An example is given in Sec-
tion VII.

A ranking or a total ordering, as a relation,
should be defined on the whole set of fuzzy num-
bers with the selected type, such as on NT or NP,
even on NF . In literature, some works define a
ranking for only a few (two, three, or four) fuzzy
numbers appearing in the present example or real
problem by using a reference index that depends
on some characteristic belonging only these given
fuzzy numbers, such as the infimum or the supre-
mum of their support sets, or even the average of the
infimum and the supremum. Unfortunately, such a
method is not stable in the following meaning: the
calculated ranks for given fuzzy numbers will be
disrupted by adding a new fuzzy number. Hence, in
our current work, the rankings or total orderings are

defined on the whole set of some selected type of
fuzzy numbers, or even on the set of all fuzzy num-
bers. Thus, the defined ranking or total ordering is
stable.

There are infinitely many different ranking
methods that can be defined on the set of all fuzzy
numbers, or on an infinite set of fuzzy numbers
with selected type, such as triangular or trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers. Two ranking methods defined on
the same domain being different means that, in the
domain, there are at least two different fuzzy num-
bers that have different results of ranking. Hence,
only comparing a newly introduced ranking method
with some existing ranking methods by using dif-
ferent ranking results for some selected fuzzy num-
bers does not make much sense. In our opinion, it
is critical to establish some criteria of goodness for
judging the ranking methods. In Section VI of this
work, we introduce and discuss the geometric in-
tuitivity of ranking and total ordering methods for
fuzzy numbers.

4 The Expansion Center Of Fuzzy
Numbers

Let ẽ be a fuzzy number and me be its member-
ship function.

Lemma 1. For any real number x, definite in-
tegrals

∫ x
−∞ me (t)dt and

∫ ∞
x me (t)dt, as well as∫ ∞

−∞ me (t)dt exist and are finite.

Proof. This is a direct result of the fact that mem-
bership function me is piecewise monotone. The
finiteness comes from the fact that the support set
of any fuzzy number is bounded.

Lemma 2.
∫ ∞
−∞ me (t)dt = 0 if and only if ẽ is a

crisp real number.

Proof. If ẽ is a crisp real number, then its member-
ship function is zero everywhere except one point
on the real line. Hence, the value of definite in-
tegral

∫ ∞
−∞ me (t)dt must be zero. Conversely, a

proof by contradiction is adopted to show that if∫ ∞
−∞ me (t)dt = 0, then the value of membership

function me is zero everywhere except one point
on the real line. In fact, assume that there are two
points t1 and t2 with t1 < t2 such that me (t1) > 0
and me (t2)> 0. Let c = min[me (t1) , me (t3)]. Then
s > 0. By the convexity of fuzzy numbers, we have
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ce =





al +
√

1
2(ab −al)(ad +ar −al −ab) if al +ad +ar ≤ 3 ab

ar −
√

1
2(ar −ad)(ad +ar −al −ab) if al +ab +ar ≥ 3 ad

(al+ab+ad+ar)
4 otherwise .

(4)

ce =





al +
√

1
2(a0 −al)(ar −al) if al +ar ≤ 2 a0

ar −
√

1
2(ar −a0)(ar −al) otherwise .

(5)

me (t) ≥ s for every t(t1, t2). Thus,
∫ ∞
−∞ me (t)dt ≥∫ t2

t1 me (t)dt ≥ s(t2 − t1) > 0. This contradicts the
condition

∫ ∞
−∞ me (t)dt = 0.

Lemma 3. If
∫ b
−∞ me (t)dt > 0 and

∫ ∞
d me (t)dt > 0

for some real numbers b and d with b < d, then∫ d
b me (t)dt > 0.

Proof. From
∫ b
−∞ me (t)dt > 0 , we may find point

t1 < b such that me ( t1) > 0. Simirally, we may
find point t2 > d such that me ( t2) > 0. Denote
min [me ( t1) ,me ( t2)] by s. Then s > 0. Since the
convexity of �e , we have me (t)> s for any t between
t1 and t2. Thus,

∫ d
b me (t)dt > s(d −b)> 0 .

Definition 4. Let �e be a fuzzy number but not a
crisp real number. A real number ce is called the ex-
pansion center of �e iff

∫ ce
−∞ me (t)dt =

∫ ∞
ce

me (t)dt.
For any real number, its expansion center is just it-
self.

The role of expansion center for a given fuzzy
number in fuzzy mathematics is similar to the one
of medium (50 percentile) in statistics. The former
is one of the numerical indexes of fuzziness pos-
sessed by a fuzzy number, while the latter is used
for describing the randomness of a random variable.
For any crisp real number, its expansion center is
defined as itself. For any symmetric fuzzy number,
its expansion center coincides with the symmetry
center.

Theorem 1. For any given fuzzy number, its expan-
sion center exists and is unique.

Proof. We only need to prove the conclusion
for fuzzy numbers that are not crisp real num-
bers. Denote a given non crisp fuzzy number
by �e. From Lemma 1, we know that definite
integrals

∫ x
−∞ me (t)dt and

∫ ∞
x me (t)dt exist and

are finite for any real number x and can be re-
garded as functions of x. Let

∫ ∞
−∞ me (t)dt = r

and f (x) =
∫ x
−∞ me (t)dt−

∫ ∞
x me (t)dt, where x ∈

R. Function f is continuous. Since �e is not a

crisp real number and supp(e) is bounded, we
have 0 < r < ∞ and limx→−∞ f (x) =−r as well
as limx→∞ f (x) = r . By the well-known Inter-
mediate Value Theorem of Continuous Func-
tion, we know that there exists a real number ce

such that f (ce) = 0 and, therefore,
∫ ce
−∞ me (t)dt

=
∫ ∞

ce
me (t)dt, that is, ce is an expansion cen-

ter of �e . Furthermore, we have
∫ ce
−∞ me (t)dt =∫ ∞

ce
me (t)dt = r/2. Now, let’s prove the unique-

ness of the expansion center. Assume that, for
given fuzzy number �e , there exists another expan-
sion center c

′
e . Without any loss of generality, we

may assume that c
′
e < ce. From both

∫ ce
−∞ me (t)dt

=
∫ ∞

ce
me (t)dt = r/2 and

∫ c
′
e

−∞ me (t)dt =∫ ∞
c′e

me (t)dt=r/2,weobtain
∫ ce

c′e me(t)dt=
∫ c

′e
ce me(t)dt

. So,
∫ ce

c′e me(t)dt=0
. By using Lemma 3, we get c

′
e = ce. The

proof is now complete.

Example 1. Let �e be a trapezoidal fuzzy number
with membership function (3) shown in Section 2.
Its expansion center ce can be expressed as (4)

As a special case, when �e be a triangular fuzzy
number with membership function (2), its expan-
sion center is (5)

As another special case, when �e be a rectan-
gular fuzzy number with membership function (1),
i.e., when ab − al = ar − ad = 0, expression (4) is
reduced to ce =

1
2(al +ar). This coincides with the

intuition.

For a given fuzzy number, in general cases, a
numerical method may be used to calculate the val-
ues of the involved definite integrals and a soft com-
puting technique, such as the genetic algorithm, can
be adopted to optimize the location of its expansion
center.
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5 Ranking Fuzzy Number By Their
Expansion Center

By using the expansion center of fuzzy numbers, we
may propose a ranking method as follows.

Definition 5. Let ẽ and f̃ be two fuzzy numbers.
We say that fuzzy number ẽ precedes fuzzy number
f̃ , denoted by ẽ � f̃ , iff their expansion centers
satisfy ce ≤ c f .

Relation � is well defined on the set of all fuzzy
numbers, NF . It does not satisfy the antisymmetry,
i.e., ẽ and f̃ may be different even both ẽ � f̃ and
f̃ � ẽ hold. So, it is not a total ordering on NF .
However, this relation can be used to rank fuzzy
numbers.

Example 2. Let fuzzy numbers ẽ and f̃ have mem-
bership functions

me(x) =




1 if x ∈ [0, 1]
5−x

4 if x ∈ (1, 5]
0 otherwise

and

m f (x) =




x if x ∈ [0, 1]
2− x if x ∈ (1, 1.5]
0.5 if x ∈ (1.5, 3.5]
0 otherwise

shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. ẽ is a trape-
zoidal fuzzy number but f̃ is not. Their expansion
centers are ce 1.5359 and c f = 1.5625 respectively.
So, ẽ � f̃ .

Figure 1. The membership function of fuzzy
number ẽ and its expansion center ce ≈ 1.536 in

Example 2

Figure 2. The membership function of fuzzy
number f̃ and its expansion center c f = 1.5625 in

Example 2

6 Geometric Intuitivity Of Rank-
ing And Total Ordering

The geometric intuitivity can be defined by the geo-
metric location of the non-zero parts of membership
functions corresponding to the given fuzzy num-
bers.

Definition 6. For two fuzzy numbers ẽ and f̃ , if the
α-cuts eα ≤ fα, i.e., lα(e)≤ lα( f ) and rα(e)≤ rα( f )
for every α ∈ (0,1], then ẽ � f̃ .

Intuitively, if the curve of the membership func-
tion of ẽ is totally on the left (including the same)
of the curve of the membership function of f̃ , then
the ranking method should issue ẽ � f̃ . This char-
actonym guarantees that the ranking coincides with
the natural ordering of the real numbers, i.e., regard-
ing real numbers as special fuzzy numbers, their de-
fined rank for fuzzy numbers is the same as their
natural order.

In our case, the proposed ranking method obvi-
ously follows the above-mentioned definition. So,
our ranking method adheres to the geometric intu-
itivity for rankings.

7 Equivalence Classes And A Total
Ordering On The Quotient Space

By using the concept of expansion center, we may
define a relation on the set of all fuzzy numbers,
NF , as follows.

Definition 5. We say that two fuzzy numbers ẽ and
f̃ are equivalent, denoted as ẽ ∼ f̃ , iff they have
the same expansion center, i.e., ce = c f .
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Example 3. Let fuzzy numbers g̃ and h̃ have mem-
bership functions

mg(x) =





2x
3 if x ∈ [0, 1.5)

1 if x = 1.5
6−2x

3 if x ∈ (1.5, 3]
0 otherwise

and

mh(x) =





1 if x ∈ [0, 2)
4−x

2 if x ∈ (2, 4]
0 otherwise .

Figure 3 shows the membership functions of fuzzy
numbers g̃ and h̃ with their expansion center. Their
expansion centers cg and ch have the same value
1.5. So, g̃ h̃ , that is, these two fuzzy numbers have
the same rank when the ranking method shown in
Section 4 is used.

Figure 3. The membership functions of fuzzy
numbers g̃ and h̃ with their expansion center

cg = ch = 1.5 in Example 3

Relation ∼ is reflective, symmetric, and transi-
tive. Hence, it is an equivalence relation on NF .
The collection of all equivalent classes with re-
spect to equivalence relation ∼ forms the quotient
space, denoted by Q∼. Regarding � as a relation
on Q∼,(Q∼,�) is a total ordered set [14].

8 Conlusions

The introduced new concept of expansion cen-
ter for fuzzy numbers is effective in ranking fuzzy
numbers. This new way of ranking fuzzy numbers
is intuitive and practicable. It provides an alter-
native choice in decision making and data mining
within fuzzy environment.
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